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ABSTRACT 

The phenomenology 0 f hadron and photon reactions at short distances 

is discussed in ternrn of perturbative quantum chromodynamics. in addition 

to large p_ hadron reactions, we review predictions for jet production in 

two photon collisions, the relationship of photon and gluon Jet production, 

hadronic production and color separation, upsilon decay into hadrons and 

photons, leading particle distributions in low p_ hadron collisions, dis

criminants of quark and gluon jets, and the effects of coherence an gluon 

distributions in hadrons. A number of new experimental teats of QCD are 

discussed. 

(Invited talk presented at the symposium on Jgts in High Energy Collisions, 
Niels Bohr Institute and Hordita, July 10-14, 1978. to be published in 
Physlca Scripts.) 

I. Introduction 

The most direct tests of the Interactions of quarks and gluons at 

short distances involve the production of single hadrons, hadronic Jets, 

photons at large transverse momentum. In this talk we will review 

tral areas of hadronic phenomenology which teat predictions of quantum 

chroswsdjmataicB calculated from perturbation theory, including: 

(a) Jet production in two-photon reactions. The cross sections 

for reactions such aa e e" + e e~ + Jet -r X are readily calculated in 

perturbative QCD and turn out to be surprisingly large. 

(b) The production of direct photons at large transverse momentum 

in hadron-hadron collisions.2 In perturbative QCD, the ratio of gluon jet 

and direct photon cross sections is directly calculable, and loada to 

important phenomenological constraints. 

(c) The multiplicity and distribution of hadrons in inclusive reactions 

may be related to color separation of the initiating subprocesses. The 

consequences of thin ansats for gluon and quark jets are discussed, We also 

review other possible discriminants of jet parentage. 

(d) The hadronic decay Of the upailon via three gluon jot ' or a 

photon plus two gluon jets could provide soma of the most definite teste 

of QCD. 

(e) Gluon jets may be "oblatu" with principal axes c*.r ilated with 
7 the gluon polarization. 

<f) The gluon distribution of a hadron is connected with the alee 

of the source due to coherent effects and is not determined solely by the 

quark distribution. 
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At present, the most controversial area of QCD phenomenology concerns 

the production of single hadrons at large transversa momentum In proton-

proton collisions. * Us shall begin our discussion with a short review 

of the current Issues. 

II. Production of Large Transverse Momentum Particles in Hadron-Hadron 

Collisions 

There are currently two sola approaches to large p„ phei 

both based on perturbatlve QCD and a "hard scattering expansion.'1 

(A) Quark, gluon scattering models. The basic collision subproeesses 

responsible for the large momentum transfer are assumed to he qq •*• qq, 

IS + qg» end gg •+ gg, aa calculated in Born approximation QCD. Violation 

of scale-lnvariance occurs through the running coupling constant a (Q ), 

the quark and gluon structure functions, and the transverse momentum (k_) 

distributions of the constituents in the hadronic wave functions. The 

calculations automatically Include those parts of higher particle number 

Aubprocesses such se qq •> qqg which contribute to logarithmic scaling 

violations In the structure functions. 

contributions listed In (A), QCD also predicts "higher twist" subprocesses 

where more than the ««n<w»»i ninber of quark and gluon fields participate in 

the hard scattering reaction, such as qM •* qM*, qB + qB 1, gq •* Hq, qq * 1M, 

etc. Here "M" and "B" indicate qq and qqq clusters of fixed mass relative 

to p_. The cross sections for these subproccssea are readily computed from 



By definition, higher twist subpracesses ere responsible for all large p~ 

exclusive reactions involving hadrons. 

The basic distinction between these two approaches for an lnclusiv* 

reaction such as pp •* *x Is siaply whether (a) the nigh p- trigger atson 

la foroed after the hard scattering (e.g., q ^ + ^ q with q, •*• q,+t) or 

(b) forced hefore the collision and then scattered (e.g.* vq •*• sq). 

Obviously both types of aubprocesses contribute to tht cross section at 

some level — It is a question of kinematics where each dominates: for 

fixed x_ • 2pT/s acd 9 . the ̂ orn contributions clearly dosdnata at 

p. •+• » since 

g(w*fO * T [ PJ J 
On the other hand* the necessity for final state fragmentation In any 

quark or glnon scattering reaction laplles a nuTical suppression of the 

cross section by 2 to 3 orders of negnitudel nils crucial factor (called 

"trigger bias" by Gills, Jacob, and Lsodshoff ) results because a quark 

typically gives 752 of its momentum to the trigger particle due to Its 

rapidly falling fragmentation function G . (s) at t * 1. The qq * qq 

subprocess then occurs at an effectively higher p. where the cross section 

la orders of magnitude saaller. (It la this effect that yields large Jet/ 

single ratios, since the (quark or glnon) jet trigger la not suppressed by 

this sffect.) On the other hand, if the plon trigger merges directly from 

the subprocess (as In the CIH Mq •* irq subprocesses) then there is no trigger 

bias suppression. Thus for aome range of pT» the 'tiigher twist" QCD-CDC 

subprocesses vlll be numerically important. Ignoring (logarlthnlc) scat*-



violating effects the cress aeccions have the representative forms (sec 

Fig. 1) 
2 

QCD-Boro; - I 2 - (pp » vt> •» *-r (1 - x j ' (II.2) 
d p/E <100>pj 

versus 

QCD-Cffl: - 4 * - (PP " tfO •>. -S- (I - « J 9 <11.3) 

The critical queation is determining the magnitude of each contribution. 

In principle, it 1B straightforward to determine the normalization of 

the 2 -* 2 QCD subproceases contributing to the inclusive cress section, 

since a and Che structure functions are to a large extent determined 

(although there la some uncertainty In determining the gluon distributions 

in hadrona). The effect of the k» distributions of the hadronic constituents 

is controversial. An essential point Ignored in many model calculation is 

m (XI.4) 
1 - x 

where m la a linear combination of squares of apectator and incident hadron 

•eases. The off-ahell kinematics ensure that the gluon pole in the qq -*• qq 

amplitude never occurs in the physical region, and serves to damp out the 

effects of large km. In practice, one finds that k« fluctuations do not 

increase the Inclusive cross section by more than a factor of 2 for p- > 1 GeV, 

even if va assume very large mean kyv 830 MeV Gaussian amearing. A 

representative calculation la shown in Fig. 2. (If one uses on-ahell 

kinematics* the cross section can be increased by an arbitrary amount de

pending on a cut-off.) Off-shell kinematics ore of course required whether 



one uses eovariant Feynman amplitudes or tine-ordered perturbation theory. 

The erosa section for aubpracessea such as qM * qH has the for* 

g(qM*qM) - ^ (It.5) 

corresponding to the QCD amplitude shown In Fig. 1(d). The qn" • qJC 

amplitude falls as B~ at fixed u because of toe axcbangad feimfon In tha 

u-channel. The power fall-off at fixed center-of-mass angle agree* with 

the dimensional counting rules do/dt * a"**0" ' where n (- 6 here) ia tha 

nunber of active fields In the initial and final atite. The constant 

OJJ ia proportional to <*.(?£) tiaea tha. meson wavafunction at the origin. 

It can he fixed phenoaeaologlcally (to within a factor of «v2), glace the 

qH •*• qH anplitude enters directly In the Baton elastic fares factor and 

neson-proton elastic scattering at large moaentust transfer (see Tig. 3). 

In a recent paper, Blankeabeclar, Gunlan and I have found that within 

errors of order ±501, AL, 3 2 GeTr.19 

In order to determine the alee of the contribution of the Hq •* Wq 

subprocesa to the pp •* iX (see Fig. 6) we also need the normalisation of 

G^. (x). the distribution of virtual qq states in the proton. (The 

same normalisation enters virtual Meson-Induced sanctions, such aa Deck 

or Drell diagrams in low t badronlc physics and the height of the meson 

plateau in forward reactions^) We have assumed a normalisation auch that 

-vl/2 of the q sea can b« identified as constituents of the virtual qq ststea. 

With these normalizations, we find that contributions (B) are in fact 

consistent with the normalisation of THAI.21 and ICR data 2 2 for pp + vX up 

to p T -v 8 to 10 GeV. At that point we predict the 2 •* 2 QCD - Born sub-

processes contributions (A) will cross over and donlnate the inclusive cross 



section. * (See Fig. 5.) Moreover* we note the following: 

(1) The best power-law fit to the Chicago-Princeton FNAL data Is 

d p PT* " 

Is agreement with the predicted CIH powers. 

(2) The beat fit to the angular distribution of the subproceas in 

pp + iflt le dc/dt « 1/BU or 1/at In agreement with the predicted CIK form. 

(3) The CIH mechanism predicts that the trigger particle usually 

eaergas alone without same-side correlated particles* or frost the decay of 

rasorancea, especially the p. This Is In excellent agreement with the 

results of the Brltlah-Franch-Scaodlnavlan group's experiment at the ISR, 

who find that la *85JC of the events with a 4 GeV trigger, the trigger 

particle la unaccompanied by same-aide charged particles (aside from the 

usual low momentum background). The small growth of the same-aide momentum 

with the trigger p_ observed In the experiment indicates that on average 

mora than 90% of the trigger momentum ie carried by the trigger pion — 

much larger than the ̂ 75X expected from q or g jet fragmentation. The 

BSF data clearly doss not support the hypothesis that the same-side jet 

Is a quark or gluon jet, 

(4) The qM •+ oJH subprocesses Implies that flavor Is generally ex

changed in the hard scattering reaction. For example, consider the 

quark Interchange and qq + MM fusion contributions to pp •*• K X shown in 

Fig. 6. The average charge of the recoil quark is slightly positive for 

the K trigger and > +1/3 for the caae of the K~ trigger. Thus the charge 

and flavor of the away-aldo jet in the CIH can be correlated with the flavor 

quantum numbers of the trigger. In contrast, gluon exchange diagrams 
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predlcc very snail flavor correlations between the sway-aide and ssne-

slde aystena. The data fron the BSF-I5R group (see Fig, 7) for various 

charge trigger* at 90° show striking flavor correlation*, especially for 

It" and p triggere. In general agreement with the above expectations for 

the quark exchange processes of the C1M •odel. (A possible difficulty, 

however, may be the absence of a strong difference In the away aid* +/-

ratio for ir and «~ triggers. This any be due to the fact that resonance 

decays, partlcularlly p ° * i v~, dilute the ciorge correlations.) It 

should be esphaelced that the c m tens are not naxtaal for back to back 

configurations because of the difference in q and H distributions. [This 

could explain why charge correlations are strongest avay froa saro rapidity 

on the away aide in the BSP-ISR experinent and why only "*fli-f1 flavor 

correlations are observed in the FKAL experloeat of R. J. Flak at «!.. 

who only look at particles directly opposite a 90° trigger. The corre

lations will also be reduced because of the nuclear tergetj 

In each case we would expect that these charge correlations will 

disappear at very high p- when the 2 + 2 QCD - Born aubprQceaaea becnae 

doolnant. It la lntereeting to note that for K* and p triggers, the cross

over point la predicted by Jonas and Gmr? an to vceur (for pp collisions) 

at a relatively swell p T (%4 to 5 GeV st ISR energies) due to the rapid 

fall-off of the CIM terms as Xj + 1 for these triggers. Thus there le a 

rich, dynsaical structure controlled by the Py and Xj kinematics which can 

be unraveled by quantun nuaber correlations. 

(3) In the case of pp * pX, the dominant CIM aubprocess la the 

qB + qp subprocsss. The theoretical prediction is G do/d p (pp + pX) • 

pJ U<l - Xj) 7. Ths Chicago-Princeton21 fit at 90° in fact gives pj l l* 7(l^y 



at FHAL, energies, p- < 7 GeV with uncertainties la the opponent of order 
' ±0.5. He eaplutslze that a successful model far single particle production 
• suit account for both high p. meson and baryon data. There does not seen 
any way tr account for the pp * pX scaling behavior In terra of 2 + 2 QCfi 
sobprocesse* without -enormous scale-breaking In the q + p distribution 
- function; we note that data from DESY for e e" * p3t appears to be reasonably 
consistent with scale-Invar lance. On the other hand, we find that the 
normalization of the Bq •*• Bq subprocesa required here is consistent with 
elastic pp •* pp scattering and the proton form factor. In addition, at 
B - -. 90°, Xj, > 0.6, ve predict that the direct scattering process pq -*• pq 
•(where the Incident proton Itself scettera In the aubprocess) should be
come dominant, leading to p^ (1-^) behaviOE. The direct scattering 
contribution to inclusive pp + pX connects smoothly to elastic scattering 
pp -» pp. in agreement with the Bjorken-Kogut "correspondence principle" 

29 argument*. 
Combining the QCD 2-2 Born subprocess contributions with the M M (higher 

twist QCD) contributions leads to a combined prediction for pp •* s X~ of the 
form (• - 9 0 ° ) W 

cm 
do + - 3 C 1 - V 9 ( 1 _ X T ) 9 

E -y- (pp + i V ) - «(p*) (0.035> f— + (9) tf— , dp P T P T 

In GeV units. The 0.035 factor Includes the suppression factor due to 
trigger bias from q •+ Hfq fragmentation as discussed above. (The factor 

2 of 9 in the CD* term Is computed using OL, « 2 GeV sod an estimated factor 
of 2 from resonance decay contributions to inclusive ir production.) The 
(1-JC«) power comes from convolutions of valence distributions G # (x) with 
(1-x) fall-off and 0 . % (1-x) . Asymptotic freedom, «pin correlations, 



etc, can Increase the effective power to (l-it_)10 o r l l . Thus at p„ * 

10 GeV, the Z + 2 aubproceeses are predicted to be dominant, the power 

of p_ for <~*°, K , and production ahauld decrease to pC and then 

asymptotically approach pi scaling, modulo QCD logarithmic radiative 

corrections. At these values of p_ all the canonical QCD predictions 

characteristic of the Born diagrams should hold; In particular the same-

slde system will cease to be dominated by single particles, and flavor 

correlations between the trigger and away-sid* system will tend to aero. 

An important prediction of QCD la the eventual doatlnaoce of gluou Jet 
.. 11,26 recoil. 

6 < P T < 12 GeV are Indeed conslatsat with a sun of terms of the form of 

Eq. (!!•?) (see Fig. 8). For P T < 8 GeV, the experimental data are con

sistent with dominance of the CIH terms, lie emphasize that the predicted 

QCD 2 + 2 Born contributions alone are at least • factor of 5 below the 

data for p„ ̂  4 GeV, even allowing for a factor of 2 from k smearing 

corrections and uncertainties in the effective value of o ; in any event 

these contributions are Inconsistent with all of the features of the data, 

(1) through (5) discussed above. 

An Important theoretical question is how to syatematicelly Include 

the effects of higher particle number hard-acattering aufaprocesaes 2 * n 

and even to •+• n. In a recent paper by Caswell) Korgan, and myself we 

showed that for v * field theory, the inclusive cross section for A+B * C+x 

can be computed systematically in terms of a sum of incoherent hard scat

tering contributions, as expected by parton-model considerations. In the 

* 3 model all effects associated with large 1^ in the incident wavefunction 



are automatically included when the higher order subprocesses are taken 

Into account. Subproceases with higher number of active fields suffering 

the large momentum txansxer give higher powers of P T fall-off. 

The situation In QCD is best Illustrated by an example (see Fig. 9). 

A Feynman diagram which corresponds to qq -*- qq scattering with gluon 

bremastrahlung yields contributions to both the qq •+ qq hard scattering 

suhprocess (when tho emitted gluon g 1 Is parallel to q t) and to the qg -*• qg 

subprocess (when the exchanged gloon g* la at low k-, relative to q 2) • The 

contribution where the q3, q^, and g all emerge at different: 6 ^ is 

auppresssd by a power of log j&. Kote that (1) off-shell kinematics are 

required In order to obtain the correct contribution to the gq •* gq sub-

process; (2) it would be double-counting to include both k^ fluctuations 

to qq -*qq scattering plus the gq * gq subprocess; and (3) the leading 

logarithmic corrections to the qq * qq scattering are already Included 

when the measured 0 , structure function Is used. A consistent treat

ment In QCD requires simultaneous consideration of the badroaic wave-

functions, off-shell effects, and the k_ fluctuations implicit IP higher 

particle number subprocesses. 

The theoretical origin of the ky distribution of the qusrk and gluon 

distributions In hadrons is complicated, since there are dearly several 

mechanisms at work: 

(a) The tall of the hadronlc wavefunctlon at large ly due to con

stituent recoil glvee a contribution of order 

£L „ 5* <o2 « kj « p?) Ul.» 
dk* k* r 



(b) Badlatlve corrections due to single gluou recoil gives 

and eventually will dominant over (a). Thia contribution can also be 

identified with 2 -* 3 QCB subprocesses. 

(c) In any Inclusive process In which color is virtually separated 

the radiated soft gluons taken together give an effective k_ distribution. 

According to the analysis of Dokshltser, D'Takanov, and Troyen for the 

Drell-Yan process, the effective distribution has s computable Gaussian-' 

like shape. 

(d) The intrinsic k^ distribution of the hadronlc wavefuaction due 

to binding and other non-perturbative effects. The recent bubble chamber 

measurements of the final state hadron distribution in deep inelastic 
31 

neutrino-proton scattering reported at this Basting by Vander Velds 

shows that the intrinsic kg of the constituents are In fact avail; the 

fast hadrons near x^ & -1 in the lr-proton CSJ frame (from the spectator 

"qq" Jet) have < k£ > i 0.1 GeV . The Urge values of kj, observed in 

Drcll-Yan and large P T reactions (from p o u e distributions} thus must be 

attributed to a combination of the mechanics (a),(b), cad (c). 

As we discussed, the C U (higher twist QCP) disgrass caa temporarily 

domloate Che 2 -»• 2 Bora subprocess contributions because of the trigger 

bias in single particle high p_ reactions. In the caee of jet triggers, 

the trigger bias is absent, and the QCD Born terns are expected to bs 

dominant even at p_ i> 4 GeV. Thus jet experiments can provide a direct 

tool to check, the basic form of QCD dynamlea, verify the form and magnitude 

of the tri- and quartic-gluon interactions* etc. At present, there Is a 



great deal of uncertainty how to define a jet trigger, particularly 

because of possibly striking differences in the structure of gluc.i and 

quark jets'. The study of 3at production la two photon physics (see Section 

III) and the recoil system in deep Inelastic scattering should be helpful 

for'establishing workable definitions for jet triggers. . 

''The CXK-QCD approach' to large "p_ dynamics, combined with dlPenslonal 

jwinltloB-Vules.Cor determining the leading power behavior, sokes a large 

/'number of phcTOm&nbloglcaj: predictions (see Befs. 19*Z3). Thus far, I am 

not atnre of any serious conflicts with data. In particular, the observed 

particle ratios such as pp •* K~x/pp •* K X and beam ratios np •+ vX/pp •*• nX 

are nOl: 'inconsistent with the CIH (although in the latter case, the situation 

Is complicated by the presence of several competing subproceases). 

The dimensional counting rules, * 

f < 0 
d t

 ( p 2 / W V V 2 
(11.10) 

for exclusive processes can be used to determine the overall p_ power-law 

foil-off of each subprocess a-H» •* o*d in inclusive reactions. The rule 

emerges from cwputctioae of the minimally connected Born diagrams In QCD. 
2 32 Pcrturbatlve QCD corrections modify the result via finite powers of log p£. 

the Landahoff "pinch" singularities due to successive near-on-shell quark-

quark scatterings ate in fact asymptotically suppressed in QCD relative to 

the diagrams which give the dimensional counting rules. The crucial point 

is the presence of (Sudakov) form factors which suppress oo-shell elastic 

qq + qq amplitudes (tMe id in agreement with an earlier onsatz of 



suppression factor? for the minimally connected dimensional counting 

diagrams since the scattering constituents are far-off shell). The 
l-nA result (II. 10) also predicts S"A(t) * t A (modulo a finite power of 

log t) for the asymptotic elastic (spin-averaged) electromagnetic form 

III. Jets in Photon-Photon Collisions 

On* of the moat direct tests of quantum chromodynanies at abort 

distances is the study of particle production at larga transversa • 

in photon-photon collisions. It is well known that the two photon process 

becomes an increasingly important source of hadrons in * e~ collisions as 

the centsr of mass energy rises. The dominant part of the cross aection 

for e e" •*• e* + e* + hadrons (Fig. 10(a)) arises from the annihilation of 

two nearly on-shell photons emitted at small angles to the beam. Photon-

photon collisions allow the tmtire range of hadronlc physics, as studied 
+ - 35 for example at the ISR for pp collisions, to be studied in e e rings. 

The crucial question* of course, is the rate. Recently* T. DeCrend, J. 

Gunion, J. Weis, and I have shown that jet production at rather large py 

for PEP and PETBA energies la predicted In perturbatlve QCD to occur at a 

remarkably large rate. For example, the cross aectlon for r*» preduetion 

of Jets with total hadronlc transverse momentum (P T > P^,,) f*°» VY * qq 

aubprocese alone (Fig. 10(b)) is * 

• •_ + . (B.PJ" > pf") * * „ • • _ • - + -<>•£'*?*> 
« « -*e « Jet+X " • a •»• • 11 » 



2 ht--*) 
3 ^' " 2 ' * u 

S 0.5 nb GeV At ^ - 30 GeV • (III.l) 

where, in QCD perturbation theory, R - 32eJ - 34/27, above the chatn 
threshold. For p ^ - 4 GeV, ^ • 30 GeV, this la equivalent to 0.3 of 
unit of R; I.e., 0.3 tines the e +e~ •*• p V " rate. We note that at »£.-
200 GeV, the cross section from the e e" + e e~g.q eubpracesfl with P _ ^ n * 

10 GeV Is 0.02 v h . I.e.: about 9 units of Rt At each energies e e~ 
colliding beam machines are more nearly laboratories for YY scattering 
then they are for e e~ annihilation* 

Photon-photon collisions at large p. provide an Ideal laboratory for 
testing perturbatlve QCD. The YY * qq reaction teats the scale-invarianee 
of the quark propagator at large nonentua transfer; higher order QCD correc
tions to R ere of order a £p|)/ir aad should be readily calculable, in 
analogy to the QCD corrections to the e V * •+ qq rate. The yv •*• qq aub-
process ioplles the production of two non-colinear, roughly coplanar high 
p. (SPEAR-~lke) jets, with a cross section nearly flat In rapidity. Such 
"short Jete" will be readily distinguishable fron e a™ + qq events due to 
nisilng visible energy, even without tagging the forward leptona. if one 
•esauree the ratio to the ee •* liVee rate, (K^>, the uncertainties due 
to tagging efficiency, the equivalent photon approximation, etc., cancel out. 

In addition to 2-jet processes, QCD also predicts contributions to 3 
and 4 jet final states froa subprocesses such ae Y°. * 8q (3-Jet production) 
(Fig. 10(c)) where one photon Interacts with the quark constituent of the 
Other photon, and qq * qq (4 jet production) (Fig. 10(d)). Unlike hadron-



induced reactions, where ambiguities due to the structure functions are 

encountered, the structure function of the photon G . (x»Q ) bss a 

perturbativo component which can be predicted £ran first principles In 

QCD. This component, as first connoted by Kitten, has the asymptotic 

form at large probe momentum Q 

Gq/TCx,Q2) =*» —^j-fOO + oCo2) oi i .z) 

lte.; aside from an overall logarithmic factor, the y * q distribution 

Bjorken scales; f 0c> la a known, calculable function. Unlike the proton 

structure function which contracts to x * 0 at infinite probe momentum 

Q •* -, this component of the photon structure function increase as log Q 

independent of x. This striltlag fact is of course due to the direct y + 44 

perturbattve component in the photon wavefunctlon. In addition 00a also 

expects a nominal fasdronlc conponent due to intermediate vector meson statu* 

A remarkable fact is that the oa<p|) factor in the denominator of the 

structure function of the photon cancels the a (p*) factors In the yq •*• gq 

or qq •+ qq at large p_ subprocsstes for both the 3-Jet and 4-jet reactions. 

Thus the asymptotic cross section for rt * Jet + It at fixed 9 ^ and pT/^5 

actually obeys perfect scale-invsriance when all QCD perturbatlve corrections 

are taken Into accountI 

Predictions from Ref. 1 for the jet croia section 9 m - 90° and /s -

30 Gev are shown in Fig. H . The yy *qq subproeeas is dominant abvve 

p £ e t - 4 GeV. The jet topology allows an experimental separation of the 

2,3 Jet and 4, jet events. We hsve slao shown in Keferenct 1 

the cross section expected if strict vector-meson dominance wen to hold, 

and photon-photon colliolons were similar to meson-meson collisions. The 

direct perturbatlve point-like, coupling of neerly-on-absll photons to the 
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quark current Is the crucial new feature which allows such large high p_ 

Jet reactions. He also note that possible non-perturbative (absorption, 

instanton, etc.) effects which conceivably could effect the normalization 

of hadron-hadron reactions in close collisions should be absent for per-

turbative YY reactions.. 

In.the case of production of single particles at large p_ iu YY 

collisions* the effect of trigger biaB is again critical* and we expect 

Yq -*• Mq procee&es to strongly dominate q or g fragmentation reactions until 

very larga p.,. A complete discussion Is given in Ref. 2. 

Thus the study of YY collisions at large p„ provides a detailed labora

tory for the study of QCD dynamics of htidrons and photons at short distances. 

It will also be interesting to study the cham threshold in the YY -* qq 

reaction as well as the Interplay of vector-meson-domiiiance and perturbative 

QCD dynamics as the momentum transfer increases. The photon mass and spin 

dependence of y induced reactions can be studied by tagging the scattered 

e at large angles. 

IV. Photon Production at Largo P 

In addition to yy collisions, ofier photon-induced reactions such as 

YP + nX, YP •+ Y*» and yp •*• Jet X arc sensitive to "direct" QCD 

reactions such as yq •* Mq, and Yq •* vq» where the incident photon partici

pants In the hard scattering BubprocesB (and no forward hadrons rre 
33 produced) as well as standard QCD or CQf subprocesses such as qq •*• qq, 

qH •+ qH, and qH -*• YH, where tho perturbation QCD "anti-scailng" structure 

function of the incident photon is Important. 



Photon production at large P T can also be used aB an inportaht probe 

of the underlying hard scattering aubprocesses. * Discarding photons 

vhicti are produced from hadroa decay (n° + YY» U° ** YY» etc.) , we can 

distinguish several mechanism In QCD: 

(a) QCD Born contributions with quark fragmentation, e.g.i qq -*• qq, 

to 1. If a QCD 2-2 subprosaas dominates both T and Y production* than 

- ^ - < p p + V X > G { , 
JJ_/ D

 GV/Q * V 
-3 (pp + »X) 
d"*p/E 

* vT^ * *-'** (IV.1) 

at 9 - 90°, independent of p_. 
(b) Direct QCD Born contributions, fro* aubprocessea such as: 

gq * Yq and qq -»• yg . 

In these processes the photon is produced In the subproceaa itself. Since 
there are no accompanying trigger jet hidrons one can easily distinguish 
auch reactions from fragmentation pror.esaea.' These reactions can also be 
important for producing assslve Upton pairs at large transversa aoaentua. 

(c) CtM-type eubprocessee, auch os Hq •> yq, w*i*ce the incident aeson 
H is a correlated qq pair in the incident hadron wavefunction. Both pro
cesses (b) and (c) can dominate over (a) for moderate p„ because of the 

2 absence of trigger bias suppression. The noainal scaling lava are 



•'•4f- CPP * yx) * 
d p 

*H° 

Ca> qq + qq t etc. 

<b) gq * -yq 

(c)Mq- (W.2) 

where a * a/a^pj) -v a log P»/A and e - 1-Xy. A systematic discussion 

of these contributions and their relative magnitude Is discussed In B*f, 2. 

We found that with comrnttlonat parameter!* itlons* the C M contributions 

<e) exceed the QCD (a)+(b) terms until pj * 3 GeV at tG » 33 GeV, and until 

pi ̂  9 GaV at Si - 61 GeV. The ratio of Y to pion production (parcBstevlsed 

as c9/p|) Is shown In Pig. 11, For p I ^ 8 GsV where the CIM subprouessss 

donlnate both plon and photon production, we pred^t at 90° the cross section 

J 1 0 00) p^/CeT2 

roughly Independent of «. This dependence of p_ and s should be readily 

distinguishable from ths yh "» « / <l-«j) dependence characteristic of 

conventloul QCD calculations. Wt also note that the predictions of 

roataoMS and BlsnhsnbsRlet at al. which V J based on the Hq •* y \ 

aubproceis appear to account for a large share of ths p T distribution of 

•ssslv* lepton palra, 43 

V. Photon end Cluon Jet Production 

It should be eaphaslted that direct lsrga p_ photon production at the 



magnitude dlscuased here la an essential prediction o£ the bard-acacterlng 

approach to hadron dynanics, in particular, since photooa end gluona 

enter aubproce&aoa In a ainilar Banner, there la a cloae relatlonahlp 

between gluon jet and direct photon production. For exaaol*, conaider the 

Sta*n) - - J * H « + » ] | w.« 

•4s- (pp - rtf 
-|2-<rp*gX> ^/..IpJ 
d3p/8 * T 

froa the** eubproeeeaea aluna. Direct thotona and gluon jet* frg* theaa 

contribution* have, the aaae awiing lava, independent of •tructure function*, 

k. watering, ate. We note that tha gq -»• ei avbproceaa glvea *l/4 of the 

total jet production eroaa action fron all QCD 2 + 2 aubproceaaaa* 

Therefore ve have a lever bound 

- r r <«••*•'» , , jLpis , i « | a__ <».„ 
^ _ ( P P * , » " * * '«" B B » .<»?> 

For exuple If Ctaa Jot/w rati* ia of ordof 300 (to 600) u ID tbi FMAL 

E2«0 expetlMnt4* (pT •>. 4.5 G»V, t ^ - 200 0«V). .*•» ttl» y/« loa«f 

bound ia 12.5X (to 25X). Comtiaaly, tin taparlsmtal upper bouad for 



Y/« Ot (.33 1 .92)1 ai reported by J.H. Cobb et al. 4 5 oK 2 < f T < 3 GeV, •s 

5$ tie? implies en upper bound for Jet/tr production of order 30, which is in 

severe disagreement with QCO expectations nnl the trend of experimental 

results. Thus the production of direct photons say provide one of the 

Most lapovt?at constraints on QCD eubproce.<sea. 

VI* Color « H Bodrov Multiplicity 

One of the aust intriguing problems In QCD is bow to unravel the 

mechanisms which control the development of hadron multiplicity in large 

momentum transfer reactions, the "inslde-outalde" space-tlae development 

of hadron production as discussed by Caaher, Kogut and Susskind and 

Bjerksn for e e" * qq •* hadr--.fi Is consistent with causality end con

finement. This picture Imp lea that the fastest hadrons (whir*-, contain 

the valence quarto) are formed la&r, nod the alow 'olarisation cloud first. 

Weiss end I, building on earlier work., have ai.cm that in such a 

picture; the charge of a qua^k jot (on the average) 1P equal to the charge 

of parent quark plus the average charge of anti-quarks in the sea; 

(VI. 1) 

free y (anywhere in the central region) to 1 f
m a x« Cluon jets have 

Q . - 0. These results hold for ell conserved quantum numbers Q. 

The lnel£e*out8lde description of jet dynamics leads to the following 
3 ansae* for QCB: Soft hadron protection in a hard scattering reaction 

depends only on the effective color separation. Accordingly, tvo reactions 

VM !h initially separate any two 3 and 3 systems (q, q, qq, qq, etc.) will 

http://hadr--.fi
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have the sane distribution of hadrons In the central region. (Only 

the ftcagmantation region discriminates Che flavor and eoaposition of 

the jet.) Thus ve expect the I I K nultipliclty distributions (e.g., 

plateau height) In the central reg'en for the htdron systcn X In e+«T *- X, 

Y*p * Z, and pp •*• u v" + X (Drell-Yan Mchanisn), given the saw rapidity 

separation of the 3 and 3 systems. For large p_ reactions*, the subprocass 

qq •*• qq leads to four 3 or 3 Jets. The wiltiplicity and aaaociacsd coharanca 

ef f« jta associated with these Jets can be computed In analogy vlth the aoft-

photon production foraulae of <|ED for the corresponding charge separation 

reaction, poattronliai + positroniu* •* a* + X {*«"*•• aubproceetes]. 

The net nultipliclty correspond* to 4 quark jets* with coherent anhancanent 

In the interference cone. 

An laportai-.t consequence of the color separation ansatz is that gluon 

(color S) Jets oust have a different soft hadron spectrus than quark jets, 

in fact* for N -*• -» the color separation *©v a gluon Jet la the aaae as 

i«io Incoherent qv»rk jets* Mora generally * the lumber of soft gluona 

bransstrahlungcd f roa * gluon sourco ensnared to • quark source la given 

by the ratio of Caanir operators for the : 'Joint and fvndsaental rapva-
3 4 sentatlon: 

< n a o £ t > •> 
-f - ^—= - f for color SU(3> (VI.2) 

< n 8 D f t > l - V 
Q 

Thus ve exfcct that the plateau height for aofe gluono (or aaa quart*) in 

Che gluon Jet la 9/4 that of quark jeta (I.e.. a color octat haa V2 the 

"color charge" of the color triplet). If va aaaiaa thai: density of produced 

hadrons is linearly related to the aea-quark density, ther gluon Jet* will 
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heve w r e than twice as many soft hadrons In the central region compared 

to quark jets. Further, 5 0* 5 1 the energy of a gluon j*?. will be contained in 

a larger solid angle due to its Increased "straggling" — again due to 

the 9/4 color factor. The leading particle distribution in a gluon jet 

w* 1 1 *l»o be depleted more strongly by soft gluon radiation. 

On the other hand - the dependence of hadron Multiplicity on soft gluon 

or quark production nay not be aa strong as linear. For example, the lower 

. density of g * qq pairs la a color triplet jet implies that the average 

" cluster (singlet qq) mass will be of higher mass than clusters due to the 

acre copious bremsatrahlung iron the color octet jet. Since the heavier 

v..inters decay with a higher Multiplicity, the net difference between quart 

and gluon multiplicities may not be as severe as indicated by QCD pertur

bation theory. Nevertheless, taking into account their different structure 

of the short distance level, it would be very surprising if the hadron distri

bution from quark and gluon jets turned out to be identical. 

qcP and "Hole" Fartona 

- Several years ago Bjorken postulated the concept of a "hole" parton 

to describe the development of the final state miltlparticle. distribution 

after a deep inelastic lepton reaction. It is an Interesting question 

whether this parton model swats has an analogue in QCD. 

A common phenoewnoloslcal assumption is that sea quarks in a hadron 

arise as low-mass pair states created from gluon bremsstrahlung. If this 

psrturbative picture is correct, then after a sea quark with Tepidity y 

Is struck by a deep Inelastic Y or W, the spectator system consists of (1) 

an antiquark (hols parton) at y * y with quantum numbers opposite to thoss 

of the struck quark, and (2) a leading particle system with the rapidity of 
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the target hadron,, but with color 8 (see Fig. 13(a)). There are thus two 

rapidity regions created from the color neutreliratlom (a) m "currant1' 

plateau region of length log Q 2 between the 3 and 3, and (b) an "hadronic" 

plateau of length log <W*/<fi between the 8 and hole parton 3. tha density 

of eof t gluons created in tha neutralization of tha 8-8 arete* will ha 9/4 

that of the 3-3 separated system: thus we expect tha height of tha hadroole 

plateau to be higher than that of the currant plateau; i.e., the hadronie 

multiplicity will ha a function of both \r and Q » Deapita these expectations, 

data from deep inalaatlc electron and neutrino reaction* indicate that tha 

current and hadron Multiplicity plateaua have equal height*. He note that 

dual string picture also predicts that the "hadronic" plateau ahould be 

twice aa high aa the "currant" plateau. 

There ia however an alternative description of the proton gluon and 

quark distribution* which requires giving up a alnple pcrturbative picture 
— 54 of tha oo. aaa. the hadronic state la evidentally a coaplicatad coherent 

color ataea: all conatltuents tend to have the sane vapidity In order that 

tha system remains a coherent singlet over tha semi-infinite time before 

collision. The virtual |luon, quark, and anti-quark states are thus con

tinually exchanging momentum. When a virtual sea quark la struck at j Q , 

iho remaining state is that of s coherent 3 at tha original rapidity T of 

the target. Because of tha exchange of momentum In tha initial ststa( than 

Is no apecial reason for a q with opposite quantum numbers to be at tha 

struck quark rapidity, and there la no "hole" parton (see Fit, 13(b)). 

Furthermore, there la no separate current or hadronic plateaus; the multi

plicity ahould only depend on log V 2, in agreement with data. 
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The question of the color and quantum number content of the hadronic 

state before and after a deep inelastic reaction la a fascinating subject, 

which deserves much sore theoretical and experimental attention. The 

associated multiplicity in massive lepton pair production events could be 

an ideal laboratory for studying this problem since both valence and Bea 

distributions of mesons and baxyons can be probed, and a comparison can 

readily be made with cither normal events or low-mass pair events. 

Another important problem related to the detailed nature of the 

hadronic wavefunctlon concerns the question shadowing in deep inelastic 

events on nuclei. It is still not settled theoretically or experimentally 

whether the nucleon number A dependence is controlled by Bjorken x or q . 

Analyses In terms of the parCon model are given in Kefs. 47 and 55. 

VII, The Forward Fragmentation Region and Short-Distance Dynanlcs 

Although hadronic scattering in the forward direction Is normally 

not regarded as a probe of quark dynamics, the forward and backward frag

mentation regions In A+B •+• C+X at x£i> ±1 deserves special attention. In 

order for C to have nearly all the momentum.of A.or B, there must be the 

exchango of large momentum transfer between v.©6stit«enta which are far off 

shell. The forward systems produced in low p T reactions can bo regarded, 

in a general sense, aa hadronic Jets and many of their properties (multi

plicity, k_ distributions, quantum number correlations) are not dissimilar 

from jeta In e+e" annihilation or large p T reactions. Blankenbecler and I' 

have emphasized tho unity and continuity of physics throughout the Peyrou 

plot; in particular, the dynamics at the quark and gluon level for large 

Pj reactions at x.. - P C / P 2 ° X ^ 1 at fixed 6 must connect smoothly with 



forward reactions at TL * 1 as f 

noted the phenonenological similarity between particle ratios *c 6 * 90° 
CB 

and 0° in pp collisions. 
The firct suggestion that the behavior of the forward fragmentation 

region in inclusive reactions can be related to the quark distributions In 
hadrons is due to B. Goldberg, However, the simplest implementation of 
this idea falls: For example, for the reaction pp + ir X, one can Imagine 
that either before or after an initial soEt scattering, a u-quark In the 
proton, with the distribution G . (x) (obtained from deep inelastic lepton 
scattering) fragments to the fast pioa with the distribution C J , . (obtained 
from e e~ annihilation) (see Fig. 14(a)). Although this ansats can account 
for the observed particle ratios in the forward direction, it predicts a 
too-small and too-steeply falling distribution, 

£ # - < F P - t + X ) - ( l - * ! , ) 5 (prediction)56 

(VII,I) 

^ ( p p + ff+X) - ( l - ^ ) 3 ) 5 9 

(VII.W 

This prediction (VII.1) can also be derived in QCD if one assumes that 
soft hadronlc interactions are represented by gluon exchange. 

uud<jt) 

flat distribution in rapidity and can be exchanged or annihilated in the 
target, giving a constant total cross section. (This is the QCD analogue 
of Feynman's "wee patton" mechanism for high energy interactions.) The 
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distributlon of meeon systeu u q ^ In the remaining 4-qusrk state la 

i s j ; <»-**» - V/uad3<x> * « - « L > 3 <VII-3> 

Where we have used the QCD-based spectator counting rule, 3 6* 
2n -1 

0 > / A(x) « (1 - Xj) ' (x •* 1) (VII.4) 

vhere & Is the nuaber of hound spectators vhlch are required to stop as 
* • * 0 * *%mp0 * p3* * *" Notice that for the gluon exchange neehanlm, 
there are 3 spectators for pp * w X, versus Z spectators for the wee-quark 
exchange; case. 

A. large mnber of forward reactions h a w been aeasured; the results 
are generally la good agreement with the pavers predicted by the ((-exchange 
Mcnanlsms. It is likely that both .soft q end g exchange mechaniBms are 
laportant in forward reactions; it is just that sea quark exchange Is more 
effective In producing fast particles. Other consequences of thle picture. 
Including induced correlations between particles at x, * ±1 are discussed 
in Kef. 60. He also-note that two particle correlations at x^l) + » L<2) •+ 
1 are also readily predicted; 

S ^ (PP - .V« * ̂  ( p p . „+„-» » j j ^ - (pp * ,-,-K) (VII.5) 

where we utilise the two valence quarks in the proton* Teste of these 
Idea* can be illuminate the multi-quark correlations In hadronlc wave-
functions. A recent test of the quark spectator rule for the distribute 
of fast forward particles in large P . reactions in correlation with various 
triggers has been given by the CCHK group. There are also a number of 
lucceiaful applications of thle rule to nuclear-induced reactions. An 



alternative parton model for foTWard-frsgaentatlon processes has been 

given by Das and Hwa. A conpariaon between these approaches and 

applications to Drell-Yan procoates Is given In Kef. 64. 

VIII. Cluoa Jets 

The essential property of QCD which diatlnfulshea it from a genera

lized quark-parton nodal, is the prediction of jets derived fro» the 

Initial creation of a gluon quantum, oiuon jets arc pradlcttd in e +e" 

annihilation (3-jet decay fro* eV* -*- qqg) end in deep inelastic scattering 

Ceq •*• eqg)» The Identification of aultl-jst events corresponding to such 

subprocaaees is not completely straight-forward becaosa of savece back

grounds from subprocesses such as e e~ -*• ltqq; the relatively large q •«- Hq 

coupling dominates the q •* gq process until quite large p_. Selection of 

events with high Multiplicity could be used to favor gluon jet production. 

By comparing the processes qq + r*s and qq + v*v" for high p T v or u + 

production, we can obtatn a prediction for gluon jet production which is 

(VIII.l) 

Here sift 6 is the aubprocess center of BOSS production angle, tar maa 

y* •* iC pairs can be used here to avoid backgrounds. 
— 5 

The decay of heavy quack systems OjQ such aa the x i n t 0 3 gluons or 

Y+2 gluons could provide the cleanest test of QCD gluon jet phenonanology. 

The standard perturbation formulae for poilttonium decay, updated for color 

dJo/E K*P 4 

4p/E 
O < sin 2e > 



r& * rse) 
r(x*«ee) 5 V e ' «„o6 

><*£. 
'* (*) ;=£ 

Is the affective gff-shell value to be used In the running 
coupling constant. If e* • 1/3* the branching ratio Is 32. Predictions 
for the angular distribution* of the % decay plana relative to tha bean axis 
and decay distributions are given In Ref. 6. The x + Y88 two-jet channel la 
particularly Interesting since the gg •*• A. mass can be varied and a direct 
comparison vith SPEAR qq jets at the s o e energy can be nade. The predicted 
apeetrua based on perturbation theory as a function of H 2 - M* <!-* ) • 
*y • VytVmm** 1 B B h o w n **» ̂ ig. 15, Resonances with the gg quantum numbers 
(l» l'* l.t glue-balls) can be expected to modulate the perturbative pre
diction over a local region if we aaaune local duality. 

It should be noted that all of these predictions for gluon Jet pro
duction treat the gluon aa strictly naaaleas. Although this is evidently 
corrcrt for QCD matrix eleacnta, the fact that the gluon "decays" to a 
massive jet Day indicate that we should include nass spectrum offsets and 
thresholds in the phase space eleculations. Such effects could distort 
siaple pro predictions: e.g», the x * YEg/ggg ratio will be enhanced, 
tfa alas note that higher order (In a f l) channels x + 8<W and fl5 could be 
relatively store important than indicated by perturbation theory if the 
gluon jet has an effectively heavier mass spectruo than the quark jet. 

To suBBarlze, lat U B list the discriminants which could distinguish 
quark and gluon jets: 



(a) Multiplicity. As discussed In Section VI t color octet separation 

leads to multiplicity of soft gluons end eea quarto 9/4 as large as color 
3 4 triplet separation. If this translates into higher hadron Multiplicity, 

then x •* 3g decay events with lew spfcsxieity will have a higher rapidity 

plateau in the central region with respect to the g + (gg) jet axis; 

(b) Leading particles. If we trust lowest order QCD perturbation 

theory, then the distribution of charged particles at x + 1 falls off faster 

in gluon Jets compared to hadron jets. A simple form which has the predicted 

x + 0 and x + 1 limiting behavior is 3* 6 9 

Glwn jets, bowever, way bare enhanced number of I • 0 states at x «* 1 which 

have a strong gluon component, e.g., g * n, u, *, etc. 

(c) Quantum numbers. The total charge o£ the jet in its fragmentation 

region Is related to the charge of the parent as discussed in Section VI. 

(d) Transverse aoewntua distribution. Gluon jata should ha more 

diffuse (large <k|>) than quark Jets because of the Increased number of 

soft gluon intcractloaa (increased "straggling")* * * Thie effect also 

results if the gluon decays to qq before color neutralisation occurs* 

(e) Gluon jeta may be "oblate." It is possible that the (linear) 

polarization of a gluon la reflected by the distribution of hadrons Xn 

tW jet. This possibility is discussed in detell in a recent paper by 
7 DeGrend and Sehwittera and myself. 

For example, euppoae that hadroos aire produced from gluon jets after 

the decay g + qq. Then by convolution, 

W.« i S * Hn(i) V,'"" + * * 5 ) • W I I I- 4 ) 



In lowest order perturbation theory spin 1/2 quarks from 8 • qq are 
aligned with respect to the gluon linear polarization: 

0,/ g(*.« - [l - * cos 2* x(l-x>] 

cos * - i • c (VIII.3) 

This then implies a sum rule for the momentum velghted distribution of 
hadrons: 

I 
ft s S/d..^(M) 

<vltl.6) 

In thia model, hadrons are 3 tines more likely to be produced orthogonal 
rather than parallel to c, thus producing a non-cycllndrical "oblate" Jet. 
Oblateness can be determined experimentally by finding the principal area 
of stw p? p. as in sphericity analyses. 

EqueCion (VIII.6) should be regarded as so upper limit to the oblate-
aess effect In QCD, since (1) not all hadrons arise from the q and q decay 
products, and (2) the "atraggUng" from g •*- &ooU + g due to soft gluon 
•mission depolarizes the gluon. The latter effect Is of order o B(s) and 
can probably be diminished by selecting events with fast hadrona. The 
•sin problem is that gluons are not produced 100Z linearly polarized in a 
given direction. 

For example. In n(QQ) •+ g + g •+ c.q + qq (pBeudoscslar decay analogue 
of «° double Dalits decay), the correlation between gluon polarisations is 

d* - -sr (4 + sin2*) (V111.7) 



f -- ^Ns^s 
- »+£.*** WIII.8, 

gives the auaned correlation between hadrons of the two Jeta. The eeitlnal 
effect la only 131. Similarly in x * 3°.» the polarisation of each gluon la 
correlated with the normal to the decay plane. Summing over hadrons (from 
g + ( 5 * hadrons + q + q) gives 

j£ - (xj + X^ + xf) + \ (1 - 2cosZx) X x Xj Xj (VT11.9) 

where COB 6*3 • 1-X, la the cosine of the angle between the gluon jete, and 
cos x N p. * n la the projection of the hsdron direction with the decay 
plane normal. The aexiaal effect occura for Q±. • 120° ("tripod" configura
tion), where we predict that a hadron la 9/7 aora likely to be aligned In 
die plane than nonul to the plane* 

Finally* for ts e" + qqg or eq * eq'g events, the distribution of 
gluon polarization la given by 

(VtII.10) 

where COB + • e • n and n it in the plane of qq or qq*. The average over 
* gives the standard 1 + (1-s) distribution. 

Although these model calculations give only a first estimate, it sssns 
likely that the spln-1 nature of the gluon In QCD will be reflected in the 
oblateneaB Of the distribution of its decay products. 



Another important question concerning the hadroft wave function is the 

nature .of its gluon distribution. In QCD* there are three essentially 

different aourcea of gluons within » M o a or baryon. 

(a) The glugn induced by « scattering process. As itt QED, theae are 

the quanta associated with changing the acaentua of color sources; the 

charge in the color field generates breaastrahlung along the initial and 

final directions. These glnons (and their aasociated qq sea quark pairs) 

yield the scale-breaking and amenta of QCD radiative corrections in deep 

. (b) The gluons assolcated with, the exchange interactions and the 

.binding potential. Then gluone are target-dependant and cannot be 

Identified with a single quark Use. 

(c) The gluons which are constituent fields of the hedron. These 

gluons are non-perturfaetive, and on-average tend to have the same rapidity 

as the hadron bound state. Again, they are target-dependent end cannot 

be associated with a single quark line. 

For x •*• 1» the gluoa distribution from sources (a) and (b) fall one 

power faster than the quark distribution* if QCD perturbation theory can 

be taken as a guide: 

UMW: , * U-x>5 
x + 1 (IX,1) 

In addition there are q -dependent radiative corrections from soft gluon 

caission from the gluon or quark which modify these ,-owers, as In the 



state, there are 3 quark spectators, yielding 

U)i . * * i . (n.2) 
fe^w * u-«>7 

The observed distribution can he expected to be a linear combination of 

these sources. 

Thus tax only gluons fzoa quark brassatrahlung {type (a)) bar* bean 

taken Into account In the standard QCD phenomenologlcal analyses: csa 

assumes that at sose QT the proton only consists of valance ̂ .i&rks, and 

that the gluons and see quarks can be generated by QCD evolution aquations 

for Q |* QQ. In auch an approach the probability distribution for quarks 

la sufficient to determine the probability distribution for gluona. Only 

"diagonal" terms are computed; off-diagonal diagrams involving Bio quarks 
2 

are not considered. This analysis reproduces the q -dependent QCD moments 

for structure functions. 

However, for st and kj + 0 (the long wavelength Unit) the gluon only 

"sees" a color singlet eourcei thus there oust be coherent cancellations 

between the different quark currents. The diagonal approximation can only 

be accurate for large transverse momentum gluons (see Fig. 16) • 

Gunlon and I have recently considered a simple gauge theory model 

of the meson which prcoervee gauge lnvarianco and allows a detailed study 

of the color coherence effects. (The same physics also occurs in QED 

when one determines the photon distribution In a neutral atom, auch aa 

itositronlum). In the model, the gluon distribution can be computed in 

lowest order analytically for all x and k.. For small x, wa find 
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__ where P M«r) 2f 1/(1 + Q*A^) is the meson electromagnetic form factor. 

The first tens In the bracket is the usual (diagonal) contribution obtained 

frost the convolution of Q ^ or G-*- with <L/q- The P H term from the (off-

diagonal) coherence of the q and q distributions is only unimportant at 

1 « M k| » (l-ij 2^, where x S 1/2 Is the overage momentum fraction of 

the quark In the me*on, and My aets the scale of the electromagnetic form 

factor and hadron size. The coherence of the color singlet bound state 
•*2 eliminate* the usual infrared divergences at IC -*- 0. In thia simple model. 

the standard denominator for a quark target (k£ + it s o " 1* replaced by 
*2 2 -1 

• (k + HJ) ; i.e.. there is no quark mass singularity for m •*• 0. 

The most important consequence tor phenomenology is the fact that 

the gluon distribution la s hadron reflects its size and constituency. 

The gluon momentum sod sea quark fractions will be bigger the larger the 

size (? • of the hadron (aBg/gC*) * log <1 + xj| 1^^)). In addition, the 

gluon distribution In a hadron clearly tends to increase with the nunber 
2 of quark constituents. Eventually, at large enough log q the QCD 

radiative corrections will cause the structure functions to contract to 

the xiiO region* and the gluca and quark oujentum fractions will reach 

on asymptotic equilibrium inJependent of the nature of the target. How

ever, In the pressyaptotlc domain, target effects are Important for 

determining the gluon and sea-quark distributions. A number of applica

tions are discussed in Ref. 7 Including the prediction that the gluon 

•omentum fraction in mesons at present q is appreciably smaller than in 

nucleons. This prediction can be tested in reactions such as * production 
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or gluou jet production In hadronlc collisions, where a gluon-induced eub-

process ia expected to play a major role. 

The models used thus fax for the gluon distribution in hadroas are 

primitive and can only take into account perturbative effects; Noa-parturba-

tive calculations which can account for final state interaction offecta( and 

higher Fock scate components in the bound state vavefimctlon will be required 

before a definitive prediction of the gluon distribution in a fcadron can 

be made. 

X* Conclusions 

Although there are tantalising hint* of success, there la as yet no 

convincing quantitative evidence that inclusive hadronic reactions are 

described by perturbative quantum cbroaodynaalca. A gxaat deal of 

experimental and theoretical work will he required to provide bona fids 

casts of the theory at even the 10-20 percent leva..'.. Along the out

standing problems: 

(1) The production cross section for jets in badron-hadron collision» 

is not known to within s factor o£ 2 or 3, let alone its sealing pro

perties at fixed x. and 8 . If the eoabined QCD plus C-i description 
2 

given here is correct the jet/w cross section should increase as *p T at 

fixed x_ #od a for P T * <V GeV/c. The inclusive jet cross section fron 

perturbative QCD la predicted to acale as 

E, - 4 - <W + J " + X) «. ' , T fCx,, Pj. 9^ (X.1) 
d Pj PT 



where f includes the logarithmic scale breaking from the structure 

« v ^ g e ; 9 0o «-^i,9 <*?-$> 

2 3 + ?W 

•5 2 

&P|> - j ; f ^ a . U 2 ) •»- nw log (pj) Ot.A) 
gives the scale-Breaking of the proton structure function due to QCD 

radiative corrections. Tha k_ entering effect for p T * 4 GeV/e changes 

the predictions by laaa than a factor of 2 if off-ahell kinematics • » used. 

(2) Tha existence of charge correlationa between the trigger and away 

2 to 2 QCD Born aubproceaaea aa the donlnant hard ecattering nechanlen for 

single hadron production In the region up to p_ > 4 6aV. The extension of 

these •eaaurenaats to higher pu and *_ la critical. Nuclear targets tend 

to obscure flavor correlationa because of charge averaging and final state 

interactions. 

to tha controversial k_ smearing effect. It la particularly interesting 

to coapsrn hadron pairs and auon pairs rt the aaaa kineaatica. One predicts 

- f - (pp * B*H X) 



where k - 2 for mason pairs and k • 4 for bavyon pairs* If 2 to 2 QCD 
diagrams are dominant, then k • 0, and there are only minor scale 
violations from the relevant structure functions sad an overall factor of 

12 [o f i(« 2)/o] 2 

(4) It la very important that QCD predictions for direct high P T 

photon reactions ha tested, starting with the original BJorktn-Paachoa 

Inelastic Compton reaction vp •*• vX end inclusive: photoproduetion YP + wx 

(reaction* without forward hadrons) to direct photon production pp •+• Tfl, 

two photon processes TY * Xf « V " •* v + ** + X (charge esyamtry), and 

e p -*• e Y X Ce asysmctry). The photon is the only non-colored elementary 

field that directly participates In QCD dynamics at short distances; unless 

its pointlike couplings to quarks are confirmed, predictions for pertur-

bative processes Involving gluons are probably meaningless. The close 

ralatlonahlp between photon production to gluon and quark Jet production 

la discussed In Section V. He also note the remarkable fact that the 

asymptotic photon structure function is scale-invariant up to an overall 

factor of a" (p_), and photon-induced cross sections such as edo/d p (yv •* 

Jet + X) are asymptotically scale free and independent of »,<»£> «*ai 

perturbatlve contributions to sll ordtrs ore included. ' 

(5) The complete picture of quark and gluon distributions in badroos 

will require attention to coherent effects and aultlpartlcle correlations, 

aa dlscusssd In Section XX. Measurements of the final states in deep 

Inelastic processes and massive lepton pair production processes, together 

with comparisons with low q 2 and low M 2 events, oan give detailed Information 

on the evolution of aultiquark and gluon jets, including the effect of color 

separation, "hole" parton production, and the influence of nuclear targets* 
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(6) Surprisingly, the most convincing evidence for underlying scale-

Invariant quark interactions comes from large momentum transfer exclusive 

Measurements such as the form factors at large t and hadron scattering and 

pnoteproductioa at large t and u. For examplo, the fact that large t data 

for •TFj <t) and t? <t> are consistent with constant behavior Indicates that 

the proton and pion can be described as q<M and ajj bound states with internal 

Interactions appropriate to renoraallzable (but not fixed point) field 

theories* The effects of asymptotic freedom i&rrectlons on exclusive large 
32 

momentum transfer exchange processes lc presently under study. M u c h m o r e e*~ 

perlasntal and theoretical work on the spin and angular dependence of these 

processes i s required before ve can obtain a detailed understanding of the 

possible QCD mechanisms responsible for exclusive hadrott interactions at 

short distance. 
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FICUHE CAPTIONS 

QCD bar-1, scattering subproceaaes for pp + *X. In (a),(b), and (c) 

the * 1& formed after the hard scattering vlo quark or gluon 

fragmentation. la (d) and Ce), the "highs' ttfist" GIM contributions, 

the aesor Is formed before the hard scattering. Diagram (f) re

presents . the "fusion*1 CD! qq •*• Tttt contribution. 

Data and QCD contributions for Edo/d p (pp •* tX) at 6 • 90°. The 

dotted line has no scale violations or k_ fluctuations. The l.wer 

solid curve indicates scale violations in the structure functions 

and a • The upper solid curve Indicates scale violations plus k_ 

fluctuations calculated with off-shell Kinematics. 

QCD resultp for p Edo/d p (pp •*• it°X). The dashed curves indicates 

scale Vic * Vons. The solid curves indicate scale violations plus 

off-shell i 'luctuations. (Fron Uergan and Scharbach, Ref- 18.) 

Th« SUB of QCD plus C M diagrams give s good fit to the dsta. 

See Figs. S and 8. 

Contribution of qH * qM amplitude (a) to aeson-baryon scattering 

(b) and the neson form factor (c). 

The C M Hq •*• Tiq contribution to pp •+ wX at large p.. The virtual 

meson M is e qq component of the nucleon. 
-A Comparison with data of C M plus QCD (p. ) contributions to the 

PP -*- s°X cross section* Scale-1 -caking is neglected sod « g - .IS 

in the QCD term. (From Jones and Gunion, Ref. 23.) 

Analysts of chargo flow in C M diagrams for pp -*• Quark ••ex

change in the aubprocess Implies charge correlations between the 

trigger and away side jet. 
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7. Number of fast positive and negative particles on the side away from 

a 90° trigger for various triggzr type. (From Ref. iS.) The gluon 

exchange QCD dlagraas give an may aide jet nearly independent of the 

trigger type. See R. Field, Kc£. 10. 

8. Comparison with data of CIH plus QCD (p~*) contributions to the 

PP -* n X cross section. Scale-breaking la neglected and a « .15 

In toe Q O tern. (Prom Jones and Gunion, Kef. 23.) The data say 

include contributions from direct photon?* pp * YX» 

9. illustration of hard scattering expansion. The Feynaaa amplitude (a) 

contains contributions from (a) qu, •+ Wt and (b) &4 •*• go. subprocaasas. 

10. (a) Two photon colllsioaa In • e interactions. Jet production from 

(b) VY * q5t fc) Tq •» gq. and (d) qq •* qq aubproceaaea. 

11. Croas section p* Wff/d3p (aa + Jet + X) at ^a • 30 GeV from YY sub-

processes; (i) YY •*• « » (>>) YY + »W» (e) YY •* qu» (a) YY * « M » 

(*) Yf> + qq*. and <f) YY * "H qq. The dotted U I M gives the aw. 

12. Predicted ratio from QCD plus CIH contributions for y/« in pp 

collisions. Uroar.. luekl etal., laf. 2.) 

13. Illustration of final atata hadron distribution deep inelastic Upton 

•uttering m a m quark arising f row (a) gluon braneatrahlung or 

(b) a (qq qqq) 7ock atate. 

14. Production of high energy, low p_ plena In pp • w +X arising tt-vm 

(a) dif fractiv* or gluon exchange proceaeea or (b) qq aesihUation 

of aaa querke. 

1). Decay distributions for £ + Y « io x - 2»*/K «nd Mj/a from the 

alnplleat QCD diagram* x * iWYi •»* nwtlnM gluona. the modula-

tleo of a alngUt resonance at fixed «jj la shown schematically. 

16. Contributions to quark a w from (a) diagonal, and (b) off-diagonal 

gluM conttlbutiooa. Only (a) la considered in usual analysaa. 
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